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ABSTRACT

Although deep web analysis has been studied extensively, there is no succinct formalism to describe user interactions with AJAX-enabled web applications.

Toward this end, we introduce OXPath as a superset of XPath 1.0. Beyond XPath, OXPath is able (1) to fill web forms and trigger DOM events, (2) to access dynamically computed CSS attributes, (3) to navigate between visible form fields, and (4) to mark relevant information for extraction. This way, OXPath expressions can closely simulate the human interaction relevant for navigation rather than rely exclusively on the HTML structure. Thus, they are quite resilient against technical changes.

We demonstrate the expressiveness and practical efficacy of OXPath to tackle a group flight planning problem. We use the OXPath implementation and visual interface to access the popular, highly-scripted travel site Kayak. We show, both visually and manually, how to formulate OXPath expressions to extract all booking information with just a few lines of code.

1. INTRODUCTION

You need to meet your co-authors to discuss some break-through ideas. With grant money in short supply, a service “to find out which of your co-authors’ universities would be the cheapest location for a meeting, considering flight and accommodation”, would be extremely useful.

Everyone is daily faced with such problems: each individual piece of information is readily available on some webpage, but their (manual) extraction and aggregation is often unmanageable due to the number of possible combinations—forcing us to accept far from optimal solutions.

Extracting and aggregating web information is certainly not a new challenge. Previous approaches fall, in the overwhelming majority, into two classes: In the first class, service providers are obliged to deliver their data in a structured fashion, as in the case of the Semantic Web, Linked Open Data, or “Web 2.0-APIs”, allowing their clients to process the received data with languages such as XPath, XQuery, or SPARQL. Since many service providers have no incentive for answering requests with such structured information, we often face approaches from the second class. In this case, we have to wrap unstructured information sources to extract and aggregate relevant data. However, wrapping a web site is often tedious, especially for AJAX-enabled web applications that reveal the relevant data only through user interactions. Most older works on web data extraction [5, 7, 3, 6, 8] do not adequately address web page scripting. Even where scripting is addressed [1], the simulation of user actions is neither declarative, nor succinct, but rather relies on imperative action scripts.

Although deep web analysis has been studied extensively, there is no succinct formalism to describe user interactions with AJAX-enabled web applications. Even where scripting is addressed [1], the simulation of user actions is neither declarative, nor succinct, but rather relies on imperative action scripts.

Though XPath is the language of choice to query a set of nodes in an XML or HTML tree, it is aimed at static XML documents. However, many current Web applications, such as GMail or FaceBook, extensively rely on Javascript and HTML events to implement complex user interactions that cannot be adequately addressed in XPath.

Therefore, we introduce OXPath, an extension of XPath, to allow the declarative specification of user interactions with (scripted) web applications. We show that just four concise extensions over XPath enable OXPath to deal with scripted web applications while retaining XPath’s declarativity and succinctness. Underlying these extensions is OXPath’s ability to access the dynamic DOM trees of a current browser engine, reflecting all changes caused by scripting:

(1) The simulation of user actions, such as filling form fields or hovering over a details button, enables interaction with AJAX applications which modify the DOM dynamically.

(2) Selection based on dynamically computed CSS attributes allows navigation e.g. to the first green section title. (3) For expressing the interaction with forms, navigation exclusively relying on visible fields is essential. (4) Marking expressions allows identification of relevant pieces for extraction.

Our demonstration shows how OXPath is able to extract the data needed for finding the cheapest location for a group meeting from existing travel sites. Figure 1 gives a flavour of
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the language, displaying an OXPath expression for solving the above task: For simulating user events, we extend XPath with actions (in red) such as (click /). For selecting only visible form fields we introduce the node-test field(). For identifying data to be extracted, we use expression markers (in green) such as <title/>. For details, see Section 3.

We also demonstrate a browser-based visual interface for OXPath which records user interactions (including DOM events, form fillings and navigation) with a Web site and allows visual selection of data values for extraction.

The OXPath prototype and interface are available on diadem-project.info/oxpath under the new BSD license.

2. OXPath: Language & System

First and foremost OXPath is just XPath: Every XPath expression is also an OXPath expression. We extend XPath with (1) a new kind of location step (for actions and form filling), (2) a new axis (for selecting nodes based on visual attributes), (3) a new node-test (for selecting visible fields), and (4) a new kind of predicate (for marking data to be extracted). For page navigation, we also adapt the notion of Kleene star over path expressions from [4].

2.1 Simulating User Interaction

In this section, we limit our presentation to navigating scripted, form-based web applications. Only in Section 2.2, we introduce the actual data extraction features.

Explicit Event Simulation. For explicitly simulating user actions such as clicks or mouse-overs, OXPath introduces action steps. There are two types of action steps: contextual action steps such as (click /) and absolute action steps such as (click /) with a trailing slash. Where XPath expressions select nodes from a single DOM, OXPath expressions may select nodes from multiple DOMs. Actions may modify the current DOM or replace it entirely. Thereby, absolute actions return the root nodes of the DOMs resulting from executing the action. Contextual actions return those nodes in the resulting DOMs, that are matched by the action-free prefix of the expressions. The action-free prefix is built by removing all intermediate contextual actions from the segment starting at the previous absolute action.

There is an action for explicitly simulating any DOM 3 mouse or focus event such as click or mouseover, as well as an absolute page action (uri /) that returns the root of uri.

For instance, the following expression visits Google News using only visual information:

{news.google.com /}[*]|[@class='title']|[@id='s']

We adopt the ~ operator from CSS to test that title occurs as a word in a string, typically an HTML class attribute.

Figure 2 illustrates OXPath's architecture for simulating user interactions. We use the web testing framework HtmlUnit [2] to simulate a browser. First, an HTML document is cleaned, parsed, and any inline or onload scripts are executed. On the resulting DOM, we evaluate the expression up to the first action, execute it (and any implicit intermediate actions) for each selected node, and obtain a set of new (or modified) DOMs. The expression up to the next action is evaluated against the new DOMs and so on.

Simulating Form Filling. In addition to actions for explicitly simulating DOM events, OXPath provides actions for filling form fields which usually trigger an entire series of events. The following expression searches for “Oxford”:

{news.google.com /}[*]|[@name='q']/|[@value='Oxford']/|[@type='submit']|[@focus='t']

It navigates to google.com, simulates a user moving the focus to the search text field (identified by its id q), entering “Oxford” (simulating each keystroke to trigger keyboard events), and clicking on the submit button.

Form filling actions in OXPath are either strings for text fields, numbers for selecting options in a select box, or check and uncheck for setting the state of check boxes. All events triggered by a human performing an action are simulated to invoke every involved event handler. OXPath also allows the use of XPath variables (such as $x$) in form actions. The bindings for these variables are provided by the environment.

Visual Selection. To allow easy and robust expressions for form filling, navigation between just the visible form fields is essential. Unfortunately, XPath as a general XML selection language does not give access to the visual attributes of DOM nodes. Therefore, we introduce in OXPath two extensions for lightweight visual navigation: a new axis for accessing CSS properties of DOM nodes and a new node test for selecting only visible form fields.

The style axis is comparable to the attribute axis, but navigates the (computed) CSS properties of a node rather than its properties. For example, we can select the sources for the top story on Google News using only visual information:

{news.google.com /}*|[@style::color='#767676']

With the style axis, we can write expressions that are resilient to changes in the HTML structure or changes to id or class attributes. The style axis gives access to the actual CSS properties of DOM nodes (as returned by the DOM style object), regardless of where they are specified. This contrasts to an XPath expression using attribute::style which queries only inline style declarations.

The most common use of the style axis for deep web extraction is to navigate only over the visible fields of a page. This excludes those fields that have type or visibility hidden, and those that have display property none or are contained in such an element. To speed-up and simplify the navigation of visible form fields, we introduce the node-test field(). In the Google example, we can thus rely only on the order of the visible fields to fill the search form.
Such an expression is not only easier to write, it is also far more robust against changes on the web site. For it to fail, either the order or set of visible form fields has to change.

**Page Iteration.** Relevant web data is often organized in records over multiple pages each linking to the next. This is true for most result pages of web forms. Extracting information from all such results then requires following all next links until there is no further. For this purpose, we borrow the Kleene star from [4] to express the repeated navigation and form filling are ultimately means to data extraction: In XPath, only a single node-set can be returned, while data extraction requires records to be made up by many related attributes. Attributes may be atomic or records themselves, thus allowing record nesting. Thus, the result of an OXPath expression is the set of selected nodes and an XML document with the extracted records. We introduce a new kind of predicate, the extraction marker, for indicating both representative nodes for records and their attributes. Extraction markers for records are denoted as in :

```
{source} story
```

for representing the desired nodes. Those for attributes are denoted as in :

```
{source} field
```

specifying the value to be extracted. For instance,

```
{news.google.com}//div[@class='story']:story
```

extracts, from Google News, a story element for each current story, containing its title and its sources, as in:

```
<title>Story Title</title>
<source>Washington Post</source>
<source>Wall Street Journal</source> ...
</story>
```

The :source marker occurs in a predicate after :story. Thus, the extracted source elements are children of the story elements.

Such an expression is not only easier to write, it is also far more robust against changes on the web site. For it to fail, either the order or set of visible form fields has to change.

**Page Iteration.** Relevant web data is often organized in records over multiple pages each linking to the next. This is true for most result pages of web forms. Extracting information from all such results then requires following all next links until there is no further. For this purpose, we borrow the Kleene star from [4] to express the repeated navigation and form filling are ultimately means to data extraction: In XPath, only a single node-set can be returned, while data extraction requires records to be made up by many related attributes. Attributes may be atomic or records themselves, thus allowing record nesting. Thus, the result of an OXPath expression is the set of selected nodes and an XML document with the extracted records. We introduce a new kind of predicate, the extraction marker, for indicating both representative nodes for records and their attributes. Extraction markers for records are denoted as in :

```
{source} story
```

for representing the desired nodes. Those for attributes are denoted as in :

```
{source} field
```

specifying the value to be extracted. For instance,

```
{news.google.com}//div[@class='story']:story
```

extracts, from Google News, a story element for each current story, containing its title and its sources, as in:

```
<title>Story Title</title>
<source>Washington Post</source>
<source>Wall Street Journal</source> ...
</story>
```

The :source marker occurs in a predicate after :story. Thus, the extracted source elements are children of the story elements.

3. DEMO DESCRIPTION

In the demo, we extract data from the flight booking site Kayak (kayak.com/flights) and present on our project page (diadem-project.info/oxpath) examples from other sites.

**Web application.** Kayak showcases OXPath’s capability to deal with modern web applications as it uses a heavily scripted interface. Figure 4 shows its search form. Though that form contains a “Search” button, form submission is triggered by an event handler. Results are presented as structured records ordered by price. However, to access details such as the flight number, the user has to click on a link that retrieves those details asynchronously and displays them dynamically. In the demonstration, we give a brief run-through of searching on Kayak, including a visualization of the used event handlers.

**Filling the Search Form.** Let’s turn again to the query from the introduction: “Find out which of your co-authors’ universities would be the cheapest location for a meeting, considering flights and accommodation”. In the live demo, we show how to extract both prices for flights and accommodations, but here we focus only on flights. We assume that origin and meeting are bound one by one to all combinations of author’s universities and possible meeting places.

We have implemented a visual interface, shown in Figure 5, for creating and testing OXPath expressions based on the Selenium IDE, a Firefox plug-in for web testing. It is able to record user actions, e.g., for form filling. In Figure 5, the interface is shown with a sequence of actions and OXPath expressions identifying the target nodes for those actions. The sequence is the result of recording the user actions for filling in origin and destination airport as well as...
travel times. If we continue filling and submitting the form, the necessary actions will be appended to the sequence. This interfaces additionally allows the visual selection of records and attributes to be extracted.

Below we show different OXPath expressions for identifying the same form fields or data, and how changes in the web site affect these expressions. To select the origin airport on Kayak, we can use any of the following expressions:

```
//descendant::[105] //input[@id='origin']
//field()[5] //field()[@type='text'][1]
```

The first two are pure XPath expressions, while the latter two use OXPath's `field()` node-test. The expressions using `field()` navigate only among the form fields visible to the user. Thus the expression is resilient to most common changes such as adding hidden fields, changing the field ids, or modifying the structure of the container elements.

The following expression fills in origin and destination airport using the corresponding variables and submits the form (so that the default departure and arrival time and passenger information are used):

```
{http://www.kayak.com/flights/}//field()[5]/{$origin}
/following::field()[@type='text'][1]/{$destination}
/following::field()[last()]/click()
```
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